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Abstract 
From some new Hurwitz like classification and existence theorems for branched coverings of 
surfaces, we enumerate the equivalence classes of the regular branched prime-fold coverings of 
a surface and the weak equivalence classes of the regular branched prime-fold coverings of the 
sphere, in terms of certain relations with a covering of a graph. 
1. Introduct ion 
Let )( and X be topological spaces, and let p : k ~ X be a continuous urjection. 
We call p : k --~ X a branched coverin9 if the restriction of p to the complement of  a 
finite subset of  k is a coveting. The branch set B of a branched covering p : )( ~ X 
is the collection of points x E X which have the property that x has no neighborhood 
Nx such that each component of p- l (Nx)  is mapped homeomorphically onto Nx by p. 
We call Pb?-p-.~B) :X -  p - l (B )  ~ X-  B the coverin9 associated with the branched 
covering p. Notice that if B is empty, then p : J( ~ X is a coveting. A branched 
covering p : )? ~ X is regular if the associated coveting is regular, that is, it means 
by definition, there exists a (finite) group s¢ which acts pseudofreely on k so that the 
space X is homeomorphic to the quotient space )~/s¢, say by h, and the quotient map 
)? -~ X/sue is the composition ho p of p and h. In this case, the group ~¢ is the group 
of covering transformations of the branched coveting p : )( ~ X. If the branched 
covering p : )( ---, X is regular with the group ,~' of covering transformations, then 
we call it simply a branched sg-coverin9. By IxI, we denote the cardinality of a finite 
set X. 
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For a group F of topological homeomorphisms of X onto itself, two branched cover- 
ings pi:f(i ~ X ( i - -  1,2) are equivalent with respect to F if there exist homeomor- 
phisms/~ : )(1 ~ X2 and h C F such that p2 o/~ = h o pl. Furthermore, if F = {idx}, 
where idx denotes the identity map on X, they are said to be simply equivalent, and 
if F = Homeo(X), the group of all topological homeomorphisms of X onto itself, they 
are said to be weakly equivalent. 
By a surface, we mean a compact 2-manifold without boundary. By the classification 
of surfaces, a connected surface 5 is homeomorphic to one of the following: 
the orientable surface with k handles if k > 0, 
5k = the sphere 5 2 if k = 0, 
the nonorientable surface with -k  crosscaps 3 if k < 0. 
From now on, we denote by 5 a connected surface and assume that surfaces are 
connected unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
A well-known Alexander's theorem [1] says that every orientable surface is a 
branched covering of the sphere 5 2, and every nonorientable surface is a branched 
covering of the projective plane. In the study of surface branched coverings, we can 
ask naturally: How many different ways can a given surface be a branched covering 
of another given surface? 
In this paper, we aim to enumerate the (weak) equivalence classes of branched 
~¢-coverings p : 5i ~ 5 of a given surface 5 for every integer i. More systematically, 
we define polynomials, called branched covering distribution polynomials R(5, 8, ~O(x) 
and R(s, m, ~)(x) for a surface 5 and a finite group ~¢ as follows: Let Z be the set of 
all integers. For each i 6 L let ai(5,B,d) denote the number of equivalence classes 
of branched zZ-coverings p : 5i --* 5 with branch set B. Let R(s,B,~e)(x) be the 
polynomial defined 
R(~,s,.~)(x) = ~ ai(5,B,,z¢)x i. 
Similarly, we define 
k(sc . ,~) (x )  = 
i=-oo 
oo  
Z di(5,m,d)x i, 
i= - -  oo  
where ~i(5, m, ~')  is the number of weak equivalence classes of branched -coverings 
p : 5i ~ 5 with m branch points. These two polynomials can have at most finitely 
many nonzero terms by the Riemann-Hurwitz equation: Z(~) --- ]dlZ(5)--~bsB def(b), 
where def(b) = [d [ -  Ip-l(b)l . 
In Section 2, we derive Hurwitz-like classification and existence theorems for regular 
branched coverings of surfaces using graph embeddings and covering graph construc- 
tions. By using these, we give a concrete computation of the polynomial R(s, s, g)(x) 
3 We introduce this negative-subscript notation for nonorientable surfaces, because it has advantages in 
defining some polynomial invariants introduced in this paper. 
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for all surfaces ~ when ~¢ = Zp in Section 3, and for /~(~,m, .sg)(x) when 5 = S 2 
the sphere and ~ '  = Yp in Section 4. In Section 5, we derive a formula to compute 
R(5, B, ~)(x) for any surface 5 when ~ = Zp × 7q, where p and q are distinct prime 
numbers. As a consequence, we obtain a formula finding the number of weak equiv- 
alence classes of spherical 7/p-actions on a given connected surface. Moreover, our 
results subsequently imply that the number of weak equivalence classes of pseudofree 
7/2-actions on a given orientable surface 5k is [(k + 1)/2J + 2, where LsJ denotes the 
greatest integer less than or equal to a number s. 
2. Graph coverings and surface branched coverings 
Let G be a finite connected graph with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). It might 
have self-loops at a vertex and multiple edges between two vertices. A graph (~ is 
a (combinatorial) covering graph of a connected graph G with covering projection 
p : G ~ G if p : G --* G is a graph map, and there exists a choice of edge directions 
for (~ and G so that p is direction preserving and for every vertex f E V((~), p maps 
the set of edges initiating at f one-to-one onto the set of edges initiating at p( f )  and 
the set of edges terminating at ~ one-to-one onto the set of edges terminating at p(f). 
A (graph) covering p : (~ ~ G is said to be regular (simply, d-covering) if there 
is a subgroup ~1 of the automorphism group Aut(G) of G acting freely on 0 so that 
the graph G is isomorphic to the quotient graph (~/d, say by h, and the quotient map 
~ G/zz/is the composition h o p of p and h. 
Every d-covering of G can be constructed as follows [8]: Every edge of a graph 
G gives rise to a pair of oppositely directed edges. By e-a = OU, we mean the reverse 
edge to a directed edge e = uv. We denote the set of directed edges of G by D(G). For 
an edge e = uv E D(G), we denote by ie and te the initial vertex u and the terminal 
vertex v of e, respectively. An ordinary voltage assignment (or, d-voltage assignment ) 
of G is a fimction q~ : D(G) ~ d with the property that ~b(e -1) = ~b(e) -1 for each 
e E D(G). The values of q~ are called voltages, and the group z~' is called the voltage 
group. The ordinary derived graph G ×~ ~¢ derived from an ~¢-voltage assignment 
c~ : D(G) --* ~¢ has as its vertex set V(G) x d and as its edge set E(G) x d ,  so that 
an edge of G xod  joins a vertex (u,g) to (v, qS(e)g) for e = uv E D(G) and g E zg. In 
the ordinary derived graph G x¢~¢, a vertex (u,g) is denoted by U q, and an edge (e,g) 
by eg. Define an ~¢-action • on G ×~ ~¢ by ~(g)(vol ) = vg~g-~ for each v E V(G), 
and ~(g)(eg~) = eg~-, for each e E D(G). We call q~ the natural d-action on the 
ordinary derived graph. The first coordinate projection po : G x ¢ ~¢ - .  G, called the 
natural projection, commutes with the left multiplication action of the ~b(e) and the 
natural ~'-action, so that p6 is an ~¢-covering. 
By regarding the vertices of G as 0-cells and the edges of G as 1-cells, the graph 
G can be identified with a one-dimensional CW complex in the Euclidean 3-space 
~3. Then, every graph map is continuous and a graph map p is a combinatorial 
covering projection if and only if it is a topological covering projection. A graph G is 
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p, = (tlt2tT~e~ 1) 
~(tl) = 1, :~(t2) = -1  
(a) (b) 
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(d) (c) 
Fig. 1. An embedding scheme for a figure ight embedded to the Klein bottle. 
irreducible if the minimal degree of G is greater than 2. Notice that every topological 
homeomorphism between two irreducible graphs induces a graph isomorphism between 
them and vice versa. 
An embedding of a graph G into a surface 5 is a homeomorphism z : G ~ 5 of G 
into 5. If  every component of 5 - fiG), called a region, is homeomorphic to an open 
disk, then the embedding z : G ~ 5 is called a 2-cell embedding, and the regions are 
called faces of the embedding. When a graph G is 2-cell embedded into a surface, 
every boundary walk of a face induces a walk in the graph G of the same length. A 
face of a 2-cell embedding of a graph G into a surface is said to be n-sided if its 
boundary walk is of length n. Note that if G is disconnected, no embedding of G into 
a surface 5 will be a 2-cell embedding. 
An embedding scheme (p, 2) for a graph G consists of a rotation scheme p which 
assigns a cyclic permutation p~ on N(v)  = { e E D(G)  : i e = V } to each v E V(G) and 
a voltage assignment 2 which assigns a value 2(e) in 2~z = {1,-1} to each e C E(G). 
Stahl [22] showed that every embedding scheme for a graph G determines a 2-cell 
embedding of G into a surface 5, and every 2-cell embedding of G into a surface 5 
is determined by such a scheme. To see the relation between an embedding scheme 
for a graph and its 2-cell embedding to a surface, we give the following example. 
Example. Let G be a figure eight having a vertex v and two loops fl and (2, and 
let (p,2) be an embedding scheme defined by Pv = (flfzf1-lf21), 2(f l )  = I and 
2(~2) = -1 .  In a geometric presentation of G in E3 with directed loops initiating at 
v in counterclockwise order according to the rotation scheme pv as in Fig. l(b), we 
attach a closed disk at the vertex v and 1-bands along loops t~l and f2, where a 1-band 
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is twisted if 2(f i)  = -1  and untwisted if 2(g~i) = 1 as in Fig. l(c). Finally, we attach a 
closed disk along each boundary of the graph with 1-bands. Note that there exists only 
one component of the boundary of the graph with 1-bands in this example, and we 
get a 2-cell embedding of the figure eight into the Klein bottle with only one face as 
in Fig. l(d). Conversely, if there exists such an embedding as in Fig. l(d), it induces 
an embedding scheme (p, 2) as given above. 
The orientability of 5 can be detected by looking at the voltage assignments of 
cycles of G. In fact, 5 is orientable if and only if every cycle of G is 2-trivial, that is, 
the number of edges e with 2(e) = - 1 is even in every cycle of G. In particular, every 
2-cell embedding of G into an orientable surface can be determined by an embedding 
scheme (p, 2) with 2(e) = 1 for each e E E(G). 
Let z : G ~ 5 be a 2-cell embedding and (p, 2) the associated embedding scheme. 
Let 49 : D(G) ~ ~¢ be an ordinary voltage assignment. The ordinary derived graph 
G ×¢ ~ has the derived embedding scheme (¢3,)~), which is defined by ¢5~,(eg) = 
(pv(e))g and ~.(eg) -- 2(e) for each eg C D(G ×¢ s~). Then (/~,~.) induces a 2-cell 
embedding ~" : G × 4, ~¢ ~ 5¢ from G × 4' ~¢ into a surface 5 ¢. Moreover, if G ×,  
is connected, then 54' is connected. 
Gross and Tucker [8] showed the following relation between branched coverings of 
a surface and coverings of a graph. 
Theorem 1. Let ~¢ be a finite group. Then we have 
(a) Let (p, 2) be an embedding scheme for a graph G which induces a 2-cell embed- 
ding ~ : G ~ 5, and let 49 : D(G) ~ ,~¢ be an ~-voltage assignment. Then the natural 
covering projection p4' : G × ¢ ~¢ ~ G can be extended to a branched d-covering 
~4' • 54' ~ 5 that has at most one branch point inside each face. I f  the net voltage on 
the boundary walk of an n-sided face R is g in the voltage group d ,  then ([~4')-l(R) 
consists of Id[/o(g) numbers of n.o(g)-sided faees, where o(g) is the order of g in ~¢. 
(b) Let p : ~ ~ 5 be a branched d-coverin9 of a surface and let ~ : G ~ 5 be a 
2-cell embedding such that each face of the embedding has at most one branch point 
interior of it, and no branch points in G. Then there exists an ~¢-voltage assignment 
49 • D(G) --~ s¢ such that the branched ~¢-covering ~4' • 5 ¢ ~ 5 is equivalent o the 
given branched ~¢-covering p:  % ~ 5. 
We call 54' the branched .~¢-covering surface of 5 induced by a 2-cell embedding 
z : G ~ 5 and an sl-voltage assignment 49 : D(G) ~ d .  
Let ~3m be the graph consisting of one vertex and m self loops, say {1 . . . . .  #m. We 
call it the bouquet of m circles or simply, a bouquet. Clearly, ~,,  is irreducible if m ~> 2. 
A surface 5k can be represented by a 4k-gon with identification data 1-I~=l asbsaslb7 1
on its boundary if k > 0; -2k-gon with identification data [L-~ asa~ on its boundary 
if k < 0; and bigon with identification data aa -1 on its boundary if k = 0. 
Let B be a finite set of points in 5k. For our purpose, we assume that IBI > 0 
when k --- 0. I f  * E 5k -B ,  then the fundamental group 7zl(Sk -B ,  *) of the punctured 
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Fig. 2. Two examples of standard embeddings. 
surface ~k -B  with base point • can be presented as follows: 
al . . . . .  ak, b l , . . . ,bk ,  Cl . . . . .  ClB I, asbsas lbs  1 C t = 1 if k > 0; 
s=l  t=l  
al . . . . .  a -k ,c l  . . . .  ,ciBi; I l asas l - I c t  = 1 if k < O; 
s=l  /=1 
Cl . . . . .  Clnl; ct = 1 if k = 0. 
t=l  
We call this the standard presentat ion of the fundamental group rq (Sk -  B,*). For 
each t = 1,2 . . . . .  IB I, we take a simple closed curve based at • lying in the face 
determined by the polygonal representation f the surface ~k so that it represents the 
homotopy class of the generator ct. Then, it induces a 2-cell embedding of a bouquet 
of m circles into the surface 5k such that the embedding has IB[ 1-sided regions and 
one (IB I + 4k)-sided region if k > 0; IB[ 1-sided regions and one (IBI - 2k)-sided 
region if k < 0; and IBI 1-sided regions and one ]B[-sided region if k = 0, where m 
is the number of the generators of the corresponding fundamental group. We call this 
embedding ~ : ~m ~ ~k the standard embedding, simply denoted by ~,n ~ 5k - B. 
For example, Fig. 2 illustrates the standard embeddings of bouquets with IB] = 3. 
Fig. 2(a) represents the standard embedding ~7 ~ ~2 -B  and (b) does the standard 
embedding ~6 ~ ~- -3  -- B. 
Now, we identify each loop fi in ~m with a generator in ~zl(~k- B, . )  as follows: 
ai if 1 <~i<~k, 
f i  = bi if k + 1 ~< i ~< 2k, 
ci if 2k + 1 <<.i<~2k + IBI = m, 
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for k >~ 0, and 
fa i  if l~<i~< -k ,  
ci if - k + l <~ i <<. - k + lBl =- m, 
for k < 0. (See Fig. 2.) 
Notice that this identification gives a direction on each loop of ~m SO that a positively 
oriented loop ~i represents he corresponding generator of 7rl (Sk -  B, .). For a graph G 
and a finite group ~', let C1(G;~¢) denote the set of all ~'-voltage assignments 
of G. 
Let Cl(fBm ~ ~k -B ;d )  denote the subset of C1(~3m;~ ') consisting of all 
~'-voltage assignments ~b of ~3m which satisfy the following two conditions: 
(a) q~(~l ) . . . . .  q~(Em) generate ~¢, and 
(b) (i) if k~>0, then ~b(¢~) ~ idle for each i = 2k+ 1 .... ,2k+ IBI = m and 
k 181 
H ~)(~i )(~(~k+i )~9(~i)- 1~)(~k+i )--1 1~ q~(~°2k+i ) 
i=1 i=l 
=1,  
(ii) if k < 0, then qb(~i) ¢ id~ for each i = -k  + 1 , . . . , - k  + IBI = m and 
-k  181 
I-[ ~)(~i)~)(~i) I~ ~)(~--k+i) 
i=l i=1 
=1.  
Note that the condition (a) guarantees that 5 4, is connected, and the condition (b) 
does that the set B is the same as the branch set of the branched covering/34, : 54, --* 5. 
There are two classical Hurwitz theorems: the existence and the classification 
theorems of surface branched coverings. Let p : ~ ~ ~ be an n-fold surface branched 
covering, where ~ is possibly disconnected. Hurwitz [13] gave a system, called 
Hurwitz system, for p as follows: Let Sn be the symmetric group on n elements. 
Consider the associated covering pl~_p_l(B ) : ~ -- p- l (B )  --* ~ -B  of p. A rep- 
resentation l ip : n l ($ -  B, , )  ~ Sn, Hurwitz system, is determined by choosing a 
one-to-one correspondence p - l ( , )  ~ {1,2 . . . . .  n} and assigning to a loop ~ in ~ - B 
based at • the permutation of {1,2 . . . . .  n} induced by the liftings of ~. For any finite 
set B of points in $ and a representation H : n1($ - B, , )  ~ $,,  there exists an 
n-fold branched covering p : ~ ~ 5, where ~ is perhaps not connected, with branch 
set contained in B and l ip = H (Hurwitz Existence Theorem). Two n-fold branched 
coverings Pi : ~i ~ 5,  i ---- 1,2, are weakly equivalent if and only if there exists a 
homeomorphism h : (~ ,B I , * )  --+ (~,B2,* )  such that Hp2 o h. = Hp~ modulo inner 
automorphisms of Sn, where Bi denotes the branch set of Pi for i = 1,2 (Hurwitz 
Classification Theorem). 
Every group homomorphism from ~z1($ -B ,* )  to ~¢ is uniquely determined by a 
function defined on the generator set {a~, b~, ct} of n1(5 -  B,*) into d which pre- 
serves the corresponding relation in the standard presentation of 7z1(~ - B, *). Hence 
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any voltage assignment in c l (~m ~ 5-  B;~)  can be identified with an epimor- 
phism from re1 (5 -  B, *) to ~¢, and then the Hurwitz system for a connected branched 
st-covering can be identified with a voltage assignment in Cl(~m ~ 5-  B; ~¢). 
Now, Theorem 1 gives the following existence theorem for a regular branched 
covering, which can be compared with the Hurwitz existence theorem for a branched 
covering: 
Theorem 2 (Existence of regular branched coverings). Every voltage assignment in 
Cl(~m ~ 5k - B; ~¢) induces a connected branched el-covering of 5k with branch 
set B. Conversely, every connected branched sO-covering of 5k with branch set B is 
induced by a voltage assignment in Cl(~m~--~ 5~ -B ;  ~¢), where 
IBI = { m - 2k i f  k~>0, 
m+k if k < 0. 
For a finite group ~¢', let S~¢ denote the set of all bijective functions on the under- 
lying set d ,  and 2,e.~¢ the left translation group of ~¢, i.e., d~ is the group of left 
translations ~g for g E sO, where £~g(g') = gg' for all g' E ~.  Then, the set S~ is the 
symmetric group on ]s¢ I elements and 2,e~ is a subgroup of Sd which is isomorphic 
to the group d .  Sometimes, the group s t  will be identified with the subgroup 5~ of 
the symmetric group S~. 
Notice that for any ~b E Cl(~3m ~-~ 5 -  B;s¢), voltages (9({i), i = 1 .. . . .  m, gen- 
erate the group ~', and the identity q~(Ei) = O(h,fi) modulo inner automorphisms 
of S.s in the Hurwitz classification theorem can be interpreted as ~b = Oh, mod- 
ulo automorphisms of ~¢. Conversely, if ~b = Oh, modulo automorphisms of ~', say 
qS(fi) = a(O(h,f i ))  for some a E Aut(~¢), then a o L~a4)(h.(ti))o a -~ = o_9¢4)(t,) for 
all fi, i.e., c~({i) = O(h,({i)) modulo inner automorphisms of S.,e. Hence the Hurwitz 
classification theorem for branched coverings can be rephrased as follows: 
Theorem 3 (Classification of regular branched coverings). Let 5 be a surface and B 
a finite set of points in 5. Let c~, O E cl(~3m ~--~ 5 -B ;d)  be any two sO-voltage 
assignments. Then we have 
(a) Two branched -coverings PC : 5¢ --~ 5 and D4) : 54) ~ 5 are weakly equi- 
valent if  and only if there exists a homeomorphism h : (5,B, *) ~ (5,B, *) such that 
O h, = qb modulo automorphisms of d ,  that is, there exists a group automorphism 
a : d ~ ~¢ such that 
O(h. ({ i ) )  = O" (q~( f i ) )  
for all ~i E D(~ m ). 
(b) Two branched -coverings PC " 54) ~ 5 and [94) : 54) ~ 5 are equivalent if  
and only if there exists a group automorphism a : d --~ ~¢ such that 
O(~i) = G((fi(~i)) 
for all fi E D(~3m). 
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To enumerate the number of (weak) equivalence classes of connected branched ~¢- 
coverings of a surface ~, we first recall that every connected branched ~¢-covering 
of a surface ~ with branch set B is induced by a voltage assignment in Cl(~m 
-B ;~ ' ) .  Define a group action on cl(~m~--~ -  B; ~¢) so that its orbits stand for 
the set of (weak) equivalence classes of connected branched ~'-coverings of a surface 
with branch set B as follows: We define an Aut(~¢) × Homeo(~,B,.)  action on 
Cl(~3m c---+ ~ - B;.~) by 
((a,h)qS)(Ek) = cr(qS(h,l(Ek))), 
for each (a,h) E Aut (d)  x Homeo(~,B,,),  ~b E Cl(~m ~ ~ -B ;~¢)  and all 
{k E D(~3,n), where we identify a loop gk as the positively directed edge in D(~m). 
Notice that the restriction of Aut(~')-action on the set C1(~3m ~ ~-  B; s~) is free, 
because ~b((l) . . . . .  qS(Em) generate ~'. 
Now, Theorem 3 and Hurwitz classification theorem give: 
Theorem 4. Let B be a finite set of points in 5k and d a finite group. Then we have 
(a) The number of the weak equivalence classes of connected branched -coverings 
of 5k with IBI branch points is equal to 
I CI (~3m ~ ~k -- B; d )  / (Aut(~¢) × Homeo(~k,B, *))[, 
and 
(b) the number of the equivalence classes of connected branched -coverings of 
~k with branch set B is equal to ]C1(~3m'---~ 5k -B ;  ~¢)l/[Aut(d)l, where 
m= { 2k + lBI ~fk~0, 
-k+181 ,fk<0. 
Unfortunately, Theorem 4(a) is not sufficient o enumerate the weak equivalence 
classes of connected branched ~¢-covertngs of a given surface Nk, because the acting 
group Homeo(Nk,B,*) is not finite. But, it is crucial to enumerate the 
equivalence classes of connected branched ~-coverings of a surface, which will be 
discussed in later sections. 
As a final part of this section, we observe a relation between the (weak) 
equivalence classes of d-coverings ~3m x ¢ d derived from voltage assignments q~ 
in C1(~3m ~ ~k -B ;  d )  and those of connected branched surface ~-coverings of 5k 
induced by such voltage assignments qS. 
To do this, let C°(G; Sd) denote the set of functions f : V(G) --~ S~ and C°(G; ~¢) 
the subset of C°(G;S~) consisting of all functions f : V(G) ---+ ~¢. 
An algebraic characterization for two graph bundles to be weakly equivalent was 
obtained in [14] and it can be rephrased for regular coverings as follows: 
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Theorem 5. Let q~,¢ E Ca(G;~¢) be two ~-voltage assignments, and let F be a 
subgroup of Aut(G). Then two ~-coverings G ×4, s t  and G ×~ ~¢ are equivalent with 
respect to F if and only if there exist a graph automorphism h E F and a function 
f E C°(G;S~) such that 
~('@(h(e)) = f(te) o ,~¢(e) o f( ie) -1 
for all e E D(G). 
Corollary 1. Let q), ¢ ~ Cl(~m; ~)  be two ~-voltage assignments, and let F be a 
subgroup of Aut(f~m). Then two ~¢-coverings ~m x¢ ~¢ and ~m X¢ ~ are equivalent 
with respect to F if and only if there exist a graph automorphism h E F and a 
permutation a E S~ such that 
~C~'V~(h(t,) ) = o o ~,~(~,,) o o-  
for all {i E D(~3m). 
Notice that an ~¢-covering ~Brn x¢ ~1 of a bouquet ~r~ is connected if and only 
if the image of the voltage assignment ~b generates the voltage group ~¢. Now, the 
following comes from Corollary 1 (see [11, Theorem 4]). 
Corollary 2. Let ~b,¢ E C1(~m;~¢) be two ~¢-voltage assignments such that two 
d-coverings ~m x 4J ~¢ and ~m X g, ~¢ are connected, and let F be a subgroup of 
Aut(~Bm). Then two ~-coverings ~m x o ~1 and fBm × g, d are equivalent with respect 
to F if and only if there exist a graph automorphism h E F and a group automorphism 
a : d --+ ~t such that 
~,(h(t~)) = ,r(q~(~)) 
for all fi E DO3m). 
Now, the following comes from Theorem 3 and Corollary 2. 
Theorem 6. Let 5 be a surface and B a finite set of points in 5. Then, for any two 
voltage assignments ~ and ¢ in C1(~3m ~ 5 -B ;  d ) ,  we have 
(a) Two branched sue-coverings P4~ : ~¢ ~ ~ and [~ • ~e ~ ~ are weakly 
equivalent if and only if there exists a homeomorphism h : (5,B, . ) ~ (5,B, . ) such 
that the two graph coverings pc : ~3m ×¢ d --* ~3m and p~ : ~B,n Xh~ d ~ ~3m are 
equivalent, where (h¢)(gi) = ¢ (h.~(~i)), (~ E D(~3m). with the induced isomorphism 
h. : n l (5 -B ,* )  ~ n l (5- -B ,* ) .  
(b) Two branched ~-coverings pC : ~¢ ~ ~ and ~ : ~4, ~ ~ are equivalent if 
and only if the two graph coverings P4~ : fBrn × 4~ ~¢ ~ ~m and PC, : ~m × g, d ~ ~Bm 
are equivalent. 
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Theorem 6 says that the number of the equivalence classes of connected branched 
sO-coverings of a surface ~k with branch set B is equal to the number of the equiv- 
alence classes of connected graph coverings of the bouquet ~,~ derived from voltage 
assignments in ca(~m ~ ~k -- B; ~¢), where 
f m - 2k if k>~0, IBI / m+k i f k< 0. 
3. Polynomial R¢s, n, zp)(x) for any surface S 
Let Sk be an orientable or nonorientable surface and B a finite set of points in ~k. 
In this section, we compute the branched covering distribution polynomial 
R(~k,B,~)(x ) = ~ ai(gk,B, 7/p) xi 
i= - -oo  
for any cyclic group Zp of prime order p, where we recall that ai(~k,B,~-p) means 
the number of equivalence classes of branched L~p-Coverings p : ~ i  --~ ~k  with branch 
set B. 
We consider the group Zp as the additive cyclic group of prime order p, so that 
Aut(2~p)  can  be identified with the multiplicative group of all nonzero elements of 
7/p, that is, Aut(Zp) = 7/p - {0}, which will be denoted by 7/p. For a fixed sequence 
(o-l, o-2 . . . . .  o-m) of elements in Zp, let K(o-l,0-2 . . . . .  o-m) denote the set of all sequences 
(g l ,g2  . . . . .  9m) of nonzero elements in Zp such that o-~91 + 0-292 q- ' ' "  q- o-mgm = O. 
First, we start with the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. The cardinality of the set K(al, aaz . . . . .  o-m) is 
1K(0-,,0-2 . . . . .  0-,,)1- P -  1 ( (p_  l )m_  1 +(_ l )m ) 
P 
for any sequence (0-1,aaz,.. o-m) of elements in 7/* • , p ,  
Proof. We prove it by induction on m. When re=l,  it is trivial; both the sides are 
zero. Assume that the lemma is true for m = k, that is, 
IK(aal,0-2 . . . . .  o-k)l = P - -  1 ( (p_  1)k_ I +(_ l )k ) ,  
P 
for any sequence (uul, 0-2 . . . . .  aak) of elements in Zp. Let (0-1, a2 .. . . .  0-k+1) be any se- 
quence of elements in Zp and let (gl, 02 . . . . .  (]k+l) C K(O'I ,  0"2 . . . . .  O'k+l ) be any element, 
which implies 0-191 + 0-202 -k- " ' "  q- 0-k+lgk+l = 0. Then 9k+l = --o-k-11(0-191 + 0"202 -t- 
• "" + aakgk). It means that the elements 91,92 .... .  9k can be any elements in Zp-  {0} 
satisfying o-191 + o.202 +""  q-o.k!Tk ~ O, and the element 9k+1 is completely determined 
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by elements 91,92,...,9k and 0-1,0"2,..., 0-k+1. Hence, 
IK(al, a2 . . . . .  O'k+l )l = (P - 1) k - IK(°-l, 0-2 .. . . .  0-k)l 
=(p_  1) k p -  1 ( (p_  1)k_ I + (_l)k) 
P 
_ p -  1 ( (p_  1) k + ( _ l )k+l )  ' 
P 
which completes the proof. [] 
Let p be a prime number. From Theorem 4(b), we see that the number of equiva- 
lence classes of connected branched 7/p-Coverings of a given surface Nk with branch 
set B is equal to 
ICl(~m ~ 5k - B; 7/p)[ 
ai ($k,  B, ~_p ) = R(s~, B, ~_p)( 1) = 
i=-oo p -  1 ' 
where 
2k+lB  if k~>0, 
m= -k+[B  I if k< 0. 
In the next lemma, we estimate the number Icl(~m ~ ~k -8 ;  7/p)[. 
Lemma 2. Let B be a finite set of points in 5k, (k c 7/). Then 
IC ~ (~m ~ ~k -- B; Zp)J 
I p2k _ 1 
pZk-,(p_ 1) ( (p -1 )  IBI-1 +( -1 )  IBJ) 
= 2 -k - 1 
p-k-1 _ 1 
2-k- '  (1 + ( -  1)1"1) 
p-k-~(p _ 1)IBI 
/fk~>o, 181 = o, 
/fk~>o, IBI # o, 
~fk< 0,1BI =0, p =2, 
i f  k < O, lBl = O, p # 2, 
i f k  < O, IB l#O,p=2,  
/fk < 0,1BI # 0, p #2,  
where 
2k-4- IB[ /fk>~0, 
m = -k  + IBI /fk < 0. 
Proof. Recall that every nonzero element of Zp is a generator of Zp. It implies that a 
7/p-voltage assignment ~b in Cl(~,n; Yp) satisfies the condition (a) of the definition of 
Cl(fBm "---~ 5k -B;77p) if and only if ~b(Ei) # 0 for some loop Ei E DO3m). We prove 
the lemma in four separate cases. 
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Case (i): k>~0, IB[ = 0. 
In this case, we have m -- 2k, and the condition (b) in the definition of  
C1(~3m ~ gk - B; Yp) is ~=1 (~b({i) + ~b(dk+i) - qS(./~) - qS(dk+,)) = 0 in the abelian 
group Zp, which is always true for any ~b in Cl(~3m;Zp). Hence, 
ICl(~m ~--+ ~k -B ;Zp) I  = [{qb • c l (~m;Zp)  " (9(~i) • 0 for some di • D(~m)}l 
= p2k _ l. 
Case (ii): k~>0, IB[ ¢ 0. 
In this case, m = 2k+ [B[. It follows from the definition of C 1 (~3m ~ 5k-B ;  77p) that 
a voltage assignment q5 in Cl(~3m; 77p) is contained in Cl(~m ~ gk-B ;  77p) if and only 
if ~a(di), i = 1,2 . . . . .  2k, are any elements in 77p, and 49(di), i = 2k + 1 . . . . .  2k + [B I, 
are any nonzero elements in 77p with relation qS(dZk+l ) + .. .  + ~b(d~Zk+lBi ) = 0 in Yp. 
By using Lemma 1 with rrl = a2 . . . . .  alB I = 1, we have 
IC'(~m ~k-B;2~p)l=p2k P-1 ((p_l)lBl_ ,+(_1)1~I  )
7 
Case (iii): k < 0, IBI = 0. 
In this case, we have m = -k ,  and a voltage assignment q5 in Cl(93m;7/p) is 
contained in ClOBm '--* gk - B; Yp) if and only if 2(qS(dl ) + . . .  + qS(dm)) = 0 and 
qS(fi) # 0 for some di E D(9~m). It implies that 
2 k-1  if p=2,  
IC I (~m' - - -+~k-B;7 /P ) I=  p k- l - -1  if pC2 .  
Case (iv): k < 0, IBI ¢ 0. 
In this case, m -- -k  + IBI, and a voltage assignment q5 in CX(fBm; ~_p) is contained 
in C I (~3m ~ gk -- B; Zp) if and only if 2(qS(dl ) + . . .  + ~b(d_k)) + ~b(d-k+t ) + . . .  + 
(a({-k+lBI) = 0 and qS(di) # 0 for all i = -k  + 1 . . . . .  - k  + [B I. If p # 2, these two 
conditions are equivalent o the equations 
gb(dl) = -(gb((2) + ' - -  + qS(t" k)) P + 1 2 (qS(d-k+l) + ' "  + ~b(d-k+lSI )), 
and qS((i) ¢ 0 for all i = -k  + 1 . . . . .  - k  + [Oq. Hence, 
I c l (~m ~''> ~k --B;~-p) l  = p-k - l (p_  1)IBI. 
If p = 2, it is equal to 2-k- I (1  + (--1)181) by Lemma 1. [] 
Now, we are ready to compute the distribution polynomial R(~k,B, zp)(x). First we 
do it for an orientable surface ~gk, k >~ 0. 
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Theorem 7. Let 5k, k~>0, be an orientable surface and B a finite set of points in 
5k. Then 
ai(Sk,B, Yp) 
I p2k _ 1 
= ( (p_  
0 
if i= 1 + p(k -  1),IB I =0 ,  
if i=pk+ P~21(lBI-2), IB I #0, 
otherwise. 
Proof. Since k~>0, we get m = 2k + [B[, and can take 2(Ei) = 1 for any loop 
~i C ~2k+lBI in an embedding scheme (p,2) for ~2k+lSl ~ ~k --B. Then such an 
embedding scheme (p,2) induces the derived embedding scheme (/5,2) with 2 = 1 
for the 2-cell embedding ~32k+lnl ×~ 7/p ~ (Sk)~ for any Zp-voltage assignment 
c~ E CI(~2k+IBI ~ 5k --B; 77p). Hence the covering surface (Sk) ~ must be orientable 
and its Euler characteristic is 
X ((~k) ~ ) = P - p(2k + IBI) + (P + IOl) = p(2 - 2k) - IBI(p - 1), 
because the embedding ~2k+IBI >q~ Zp ~ (Sk) ~b has [B[ + p faces for any 
if9 E CI(~2k+IBI ~ ~k -- B;~_p) by Theorem l(a). Hence, the genus of (~k) ~ is 
2 - Z ((~k)(~2 ) = pk + ~(IOl - 2) 
for each q5 E CI(~2k+IBI ~ 5k -- B; Yp). By Theorem 4(b), 
ai(~k,B, TYp) =- { 
o 
IC1(~2k+IBI ~-~ ~k -- B; •p)l 
p - -1  
if i ¢ pk + ~-~-~(IBI - 2), 
if i = pk + - 2). 
Now, theorem follows from Lemma 2. [] 
From Theorem 7, we can deduce many interesting facts: For example, if p = 2, we 
have 
(i) For any k>~0, there are exactly 4 k - 1 nonequivalent connected unbranched 
double coverings of Nk, and all of their covering surfaces are 52k-1. 
(ii) For any k/>0, there does not exist a connected branched ouble covering of 
Nk with odd number of branch points. 
(iii) For any k ~> 0 and even number 2b, b ~> 1, there are exactly 4 k nonequivalent 
connected branched ouble coverings of Nk having given 2b branch points, and all of 
their covering surfaces are S2k+b-l. 
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Table 1 
The polynomial  R(~,B, ~p)(x) for the sphere 
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]BI p=2 p=3 p=5 p=7 p=l l  p=13 p=17 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 0 x 3x 2 5x 3 9x 5 I lx 6 15x 8 
4 x 3x 2 13x 4 31x 6 9Ix l° 133x 12 241x 16 
5 0 5x 3 51x 6 185x 9 909x 15 1595x 18 3855x 24 
6 x 2 1 lx 4 205x 8 111 lx 12 9091x 2° 19141x 24 61681x 32 
7 0 2Ix 5 819x l° 6665x 15 90909x 25 229691x 3° 986895x 4° 
8 x 3 43x 6 3277x 12 39991x 18 909091x 3° 2756293x 36 15790321x 48
9 0 85x 7 13107x 14 239945x 21 9090909x 35 33075515x 42 252645135x 6
Table 2 
The polynomial R(~,B, zp)(x) for the torus 
Inl p=2 p=3 p=5 p=7 p=l l  p=13 
0 3x 4x 6x 8x 12x 14x 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 4x 2 9x 3 25x 5 49x 7 121x li 169x i3 
3 0 9x 4 75x 7 245x l° 1089x 16 1859x 19 
4 4x 3 27x 5 325x 9 1519x 13 l l011x  21 22477x 25 
5 0 45x 6 1275x 1! 9065x 16 109989x 26 269555x 31 
6 4 x 4 99x 7 5125x 13 54439x 19 110001 lx 31 3234829x 37 
7 0 189x 8 20475x 15 326585x 22 10999989x 36 38817779x 43
8 4x 5 387x 9 81925x 17 1959559x 25 11000001 lx 41 465813517x 49
9 0 765x 1° 327675x 19 11757305x 28 1099999989x 46 2147483647x 55 
Also, if k = 0, we have 
I ( (p_  1)b-I (iv) For any b > 0, there are exactly 7 -+-(-1) b) nonequivalent 
connected branched Zp-Coverings of the sphere ~2 with given b branch points, and 
all of their covering surfaces are ~½(P-1)(b--2)" In particular, every orientable surface 
~i (i~>0) is a branched ouble covering of the sphere ~2 with given 2i + 2 branch 
points in the unique way up to equivalence. (This is Alexander's theorem.) 
Some polynomials R(~,8,~p)(x) are listed in Tables 1 and 2 when ~ is the sphere ~2 
or the toms ~l. 
Next, we compute the polynomial R(~k, s, ~_p)(X) for nonorientable surface ~,  k < 0. 
We first observe that an embedding scheme (p,2) for the standard embedding 
~3-k+181 ~ ~k -B  can be given as follows: 
-1  = ( :1 : , '  -.. ) ,  
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~3 
<2) e2 
Fig. 3. An embedding scheme for ~3 ~ ~-2  - B. 
where v is the vertex of the bouquet ~-k+lBI, and 
J" -1  if s = 1,2 . . . . .  -k ,  
2(fs) / 1 if  s - -  -k  + 1 , -k  +2 . . . . .  - k  + [B[. 
For example, we consider the standard embedding ~3 ~ ~-2-B  with one branch point 
set B; its embedding scheme is given by Pv = ((1 {11(2(~-1 f3f31 ), 2((1 ) = 2({2) = - I 
and 2({3) = 1. Note that the loops (1 and {2 are embedded as the polygonal boundary 
in the polygonal representation of the Klein bottle ~-z  which are corresponded to 
the center lines of two M6bius bands attached to the sphere with 2 holes to make 2 
crosscaps in the Klein bottle. 
Recall that 2 takes its values in the multiplicative group 2v2 = {1, -1}.  I f  p is 
an odd prime, then the surface (~k) ~ is nonorientable for any q~ E Cl(~_k+lBi 
~k- -B ;  Zp), because, for any loop Yi, i = 1,2 . . . . .  -k ,  its lifting cycle in the covering 
graph ~-~+IBI ×~ YP is either a loop or a p-cycle, hence in either case, the lifting 
cycle cannot be 2-trivial for the derived embedding scheme (/5, 2) for the induced 2-cell 
embedding of the Zp-Covering !B--k+lBI ×~2~p into (Sk) ~. Hence, if p is an odd prime, 
then every branched 77p-Covering surface of a nonorientable surface is nonorientable. 
But if p = 2, the surface (Sk) ~ can be orientable for ~b E CI(~_k+IBI ~-+ ~k -B;772)- 
In fact, this case occurs if and only if [BI = 0 and ~b((i) is the nonzero element in the 
voltage group 7/2 for each i = 1, 2 . . . . .  -k .  
We first compute the polynomial R(Sk,B, z~)(x) when k < 0 and p- - -2 .  
Theorem 8. Let 5k, k < 0, be a nonorientable surface and B a finite set o f  points 
in 5k. Then 
1 
2 -k - 2 
ai(~k,B, 7/2) = 2-  k 
0 
t f i  = -k  - 1, IBI = 0, 
/ f i=2(k+ 1), k¢ - l ,  IBI =0,  
t f i  = 2 (k+ 1) - IB I ,  Igl ¢ 0, IBI = even, 
otherwise. 
Proof. Since k < 0, we get m = -k  + [B[. Let ~b be any voltage assignment in 
C~(f~-k+lBI '---+ ~k - -B,  7/2). We prove it in the following two cases. 
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Case (i): (Sk) 6 is an orientable surface. 
In this case, IBI = 0 and q$((i) must be the nonzero element in the voltage group 
712 for each i = 1 .. . . .  -k.  It follows from the definition of Cl(~3_k+lBi ~ ~k -B ;  772) 
that the number of such 222-voltage assignments ~b is 1. 
Notice that the Euler characteristic of (Sk) 6 is 4 + 2k, because the embedding 
~3-k+lBI ×6 772 ~ (~k) 6 has 2 faces. Note that Aut(772) is trivial. Now, by a method 
similar to the proof of Theorem 7, we have 
f 1 if i = -k  - 1, IBI = 0, 
ai(Sk,B, 772) I 0 otherwise, 
for i~>0. 
Case (ii): (~k) 6 is a nonorientable surface. 
By Lemma 2, the number of 772-voltage assignments 4bwhich induce nonorientable 
surfaces (5k)6 is 
2 - * -  i ) i f lB l=0,  
2 -k-1 1 + ( -1)  Isl if IBI # o. 
For such a kind of q$, the Euler characteristic of (Sk) 6 is 4 + 2k - [BI. Since the 
crosscap number of (~k) 6 is 2 - Z ((~k) 6) = IBI - 2(k + 1), we have 
2 k -2  
ai(~k'B'7]2)= 2 -k-I (1 +( -1 )  IBI) 
if i=2(k+ 1), IBI =0, k~=- l ,  
if i = 2(k + 1) - IBI, IBI # 0, 
for i < 0, by Lemma 2. [] 
For an odd prime p, we compute the polynomial R(s~,B,~p) for a nonorientable 
surface Gk in the following theorem: 
Theorem 9. Let ~k, k < 0, be a nonorientable surface, B a finite set o f  points in 
~k, and p an odd prime number. Then 
p-k-1-1 
p-1  
ai(~k,B,~-p) = p -k - l (p_  1)IBI-1 
0 
if i=  p (k+2) -  2, IBI =0,  
i f  i=  p (k+2) - IB l (  p - 1)-2,191 ¢ 0, 
otherwise. 
Proof. For any 77p-voltage assignment ~b c CI(~3_k+IBI ~ 5k -- B; Zp), the induced 
surface (~k) ~b is nonorientable, and its Euler characteristic is p(k + 2) -  IBI(p-  1). 
Now, the theorem follows from Theorem 4 and Lemma 2. [] 
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Table 3 
The polynomial  R(s,S,~p)(X ) for the projective plane S 
[B[ p=2 p=3 p=5 p=7 p=l l  p=13 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 x -1  x -1  x -1  X -1  x -1  
2 2x -2  2x -3  4x -5  6x -7  10x -11 12x -13 
3 0 4x -5  16x -9  36x -13 100x -21 144x -25 
4 2x -4  8x -7  64x -13 216x -19 1000x -31 1728x -37 
5 0 16x -9  256x -17 1296x -25 10000x -41 20736x -49 
6 2x -6  32x -11 1024x -21 7776x -31 100000x -s l  248832x -61 
7 0 64x -13 4096x -2s  46656x -37 1000000x -61 2985984x -73 
8 2x -8  128x -15 16384x -29 279936x -43 10000000x -71 35831808x -85 
9 0 256x -17 65536x -33 1679616x -49 100000000x -81 429981696x -97 
We can deduce many interesting facts from Theorems 8 and 9. For example, 
(i) There exists a unique connected unbranched ouble covering of the projective 
plane 5-1 up to equivalence, and its covering surface is the sphere. For any k~< -2 ,  
there exist 2 -k - 1 connected unbranched ouble coverings of 5k up to equivalence, 
and one of their covering surfaces is the orientable surface 5-k-1 and all others are 
the nonorientable surface 52(k+1). 
(ii) For any k ~< - 1, there does not exist a connected branched ouble covering 
of 5k with odd number of branch points. 
(iii) For any k~< - 1 and even number 2b, b~>l, there are exactly 2 -k non- 
equivalent connected branched ouble coverings of a nonorientable surface 5k having 
given 2b branch points, and all of their covering surfaces are the nonorientable surface 
52(k-b+l ).
(iv) Every nonorientable surface 5i is a branched covering of the projective plane 
5_i .  In fact, if i is even, there exist two branched ouble coverings of 5-1 with given 
- i  branch points up to equivalence, and all of their covering surfaces are 5i. If i is 
odd, there are exactly 2 - (1+i ) /2  branched 7/3-coverings of 5-1 with given (1 - i ) /2  
branch points up to equivalence, and all of their covering surfaces are 5i. (This is 
Alexander's theorem for nonorientable surfaces.) 
For the projective plane 5-1, we list some polynomials R(S_l,B, Zp)(x) in Table 3. 
4. Polynomial R(s, m, zp)(x) for the sphere S = S 2 
In this section, we compute the distribution polynomial R($2, m ' •p)(X) for the weak 
equivalence classes of connected branched 7/p-Coverings of the sphere S 2 having m 
branch points. Let B be a finite set of points in the sphere S z. Then the standard 
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presentation of the fundamental group 7~1(5 2 -  B,*) is 
( "' / 
cl . . . . .  clBI; Hct= 1 . 
/=1  
With the standard embedding ~31~ I  5 2 -B ,  we identify each loop :t in ~31B I with 
the generator ct in the standard presentation of the fundamental group rq(5 2 -B ,  ,). 
First, we consider the mapping class group ~0(Homeo+(52,B, ,), ids2 ) of all orienta- 
tion preserving homeomorphisms of the punctured sphere 52 -B .  It is well-known [4] 
that this mapping class group is generated by the homeomorphisms hs : (N2,B, *) --~ 
(52,B,,),  s = 1,2 . . . . .  IBI- 1, defined as follows: Let B = {bl . . . . .  bill}. Enclose each 
pair {bs, bs+l} in a disk D,, chosen so that D~ avoids all the other points bi (i ¢ s ,s+l )  
and the base point ,. Then h~ is a homeomorphism which fixes 5 2 -Ds  pointwise and 
interchanges bs and bs+l. Now, a simple observation gives that 
{ :sEs+l:j I if i = s, h~,(:i) = :s if i = s + 1, 
:~ otherwise 
in the standard presentation of the fundamental group rq(5 2 -B ,  *). 
To clarify the mapping class group 7z0(Homeo(52,B,,),/ds2) of all orientation 
preserving or orientation reversing homeomorphisms of the punctured sphere 5 2 -B ,  
we identify the sphere (52,B,*) with its homeomorphic opy in the 3-space 
(~3,51,(0,0,1)) which is given as follows: The sphere 5 2 is the standard sphere 
in ~3, the points bl .... , bib I of the set B are corresponding to the consecutive vertices 
of the regular IBl-gon inscribed in the equator 51 of the sphere 5 2 with bl = (1,0, 0), 
and the base point • is the north pole (0, 0, 1) in ~3. 
Let r be the reflection about the xz-plane in the 3-space ~3. Then the reflection r
is a homeomorphism on (Se,B,*) and induces an element b in the dihedral group 
~IBI' Without loss of generality, we can assume that r(:i) ----- (g~b(i)) -1 for each 
i = 1,2 .... ,IBI in the standard embedding ~31B I ~ ~2 _ B. Then, the reflection r
induces a graph automorphism of the bouquet ~31BI, and the mapping class group 
rt0(Homeo(52,B, ,) id~2 ) of all orientation preserving or orientation reversing homeo- 
morphisms of the punctured sphere 5 2 -  B is generated by the homeomorphisms 
hi . . . . .  hlBl_ 1 and the reflection r, because the mapping class group no(Homeo+(5 2, B, *), 
ida2) of all orientation preserving homeomorphisms is the subgroup of index two of 
the mapping class group no(Homeo(52,B, ,) ida2). 
Theorem 10. Let B be a set of  m points in the sphere 5 2, and ~b,~ E Cl(?~m ~-* 
5 2 -B ;Zp)  two Zp-VOltage assignments. Then two branched Zp-Coverings [240 : 
(52) 40 --~ 5 2 and/Sq~ : (52) q~ ---* 5 2 are weakly equivalent if  and only if there exist a 
permutation z c Sm and a group automorphism ¢7 E Aut(7/p) such that 
ffJ(:z(i)) = O" (f~(:i)) 
for all fi E D(~3.~). 
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Proof. By Theorem 3(a), two Zp-coverings /3~ • (52) ~ ~ ~2 and /3~, • (~2)  ~k 
5 2 are weakly equivalent if and only if there exist a homeomorphism 
h : (~2,B, .)  ~ (52,B, . )  and a group automorphism ~rE Aut(Zp) such that 
~l(h,(~i) ) = t7 (~(~i ) )  
for all ~i E D(~B,n). But for any generator hs or r of the mapping class group 
n0(Homeo(~ 2, B, .), id~: ), 
{ ¢(~+1 ) 
¢(E~) 
if i=s ,  
i f i=s+l ,  
otherwise, 
and ~(r, ( f i )  ) = ~(fb(i)) -1, b E ~rn, for every loop gai E D(~3m). Hence, for any 
homeomorphism h : (52,B, . )  ~ (S2,B, .), its induced automorphism h. on the fun- 
damental group n1(52-B, *) induces a permutation T of IBI loops Ei with the relation 
either h.(Ei) = ~(i) for every i = 1,2 .. . . .  [B[ or h.(fi) = t~)  for every i = 1,2 .. . . .  [B[. 
Since the inversion on each element in Zp is an automorphism of 27p, it completes the 
proof of the theorem. [] 
To enumerate the number of weak equivalence classes of connected branched 
77p-Coverings of the sphere ~2 having m branch points, let B be a set of m points 
in ~2. Define a new Aut(7/p)x S,n-action on the set cl(~,n ~ ~2-B;  2ep) as follows: 
For any (tr, z) E Aut(Zp) x Sm and any ~b E C1(~B,~'---* ~2 -B;~_p), we define 
((O', T)q~) (g~i) ~--- O" (t~(g~z-t(i))) 
for all loops Ei E D(~m). 
Then Theorem 10 says that two connected branched 2rp-Coverings /3~ : (~2)~ __~ ~2 
and /3~ : (~2)~, ~ 52, ~b,~k E C1(~3m ~ ~2-B;Zp) ,  are weakly equivalent if and 
only if the voltage assigmnents ~b and ~, belong to the same orbit under this new group 
action. 
Now, the following comes from Burnside's lemma and Theorem 4(a). 
Theorem 11. Let B be a subset of m points in ~2. Then the number of the weak 
equivalence classes of connected branched Zp-Coverings of the sphere ~2 with m 
branch points is equal to 
1 IFix(~, T)I, 
m! (p -  1) Z..., 
(a,z)EAut(Zp)×Sm 
where Fix¢~,¢) = {~b E c l (~m'"+ ~2 -B ,~_p)  : (o-,'~)t~ = q~}. 
To apply Theorem 11, we first estimate the number IFix(~,~)l for all (tr, z) E 
Aut(7/p) × Sin. To do this, recall that each conjugacy class C(Q of Sm is determined 
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by the cycle type 3(z) = (31( 'c ) ,32(~)  . . . . .  3m('C)) of z, where 3k(z) is the number of 
cycles of length k in the factorization of a permutation ~in Sm into disjoint cycles, so 
that 31(z) + 232(~) +- ' "  + mJm('C) = m. If 3(r) = (3ffz),32(r) . . . . .  3re(Z)), then 
Ic( )l = 
m! 
ffl ('C )! 2az(~) J2( z )! . . .  ma~(*)3m( Z )! " 
For each a E Aut(2~p) = 2~p, we denote by re(a) the order of er in Aut(77p). 
Lemma 3. Let (a,z) E Aut(2~p) × Sm be any element. 
(a) I f  ~ is the identity 1 of  Aut(7/p), then 
IFix(,a) I = (P -  1)E,,* a'(*)+' ( (p_  I)Ea*(~)-E,,,J *(~)-' + (-1)Ea*(*)-E~,,a*(~)) . 
P 
(b) I f  a is a nonidentity element of Aut(Zp), then 
(p - 1)Eak(~) /f 3k(~) = 0 for all k # 0 (rood re(a)), 
IFix(~,~)[ = 0 otherwise. 
Proof. Let B be a subset of m points in ~2 and 49 a voltage assignment in 
C1(98m ~_+ ~z _ B;Zp) such that (a,z)49 = 49, i.e., 49 E Fix(~#). Then for each i 
and natural number n, ffn(49(~z-n(i)) ) = 49(~i). Let (z) denote the subgroup of Sm gen- 
erated by z. Then (z) acts on {1,2 . . . . .  m} and the number of orbits having t elements 
is 3t('C). Let s(ta),...,s(t,s,(~)) denote the representatives of all orbits having t elements 
under (z}-action on {1,2 . . . . .  m}. Because a~(49(#i))= 49((~°(/)), a voltage assignment 
4) in Fix(~#) is completely determined by the values 49(~(t,i)), i = 1,2 . . . . .  3t(Z), t = 
1,2 . . . . .  m, and the automorphism cr in Aut(7/p). It implies that 
i=l 
m at(z) 
= [49(4,,,,) + +. .  + , ,0 ]  
t=l  i=1 
m 3t(z) 
= . . .  + 
t=l  i=1 
Now, we estimate [Fix(,,O [. First, if a = 1 in Aut(7/p), then a voltage assignment 
49 E Cl(~m ~ ~2 _ B; 7/p) is contained in Fix(1,z) if and only if 49(fe,(i)) = 49(Ei) for 
each i and each natural number n. Hence, by the definition of cl(~Bm ~--~ 2 _ B ;7 /p ) ,  
a voltage assignment 49 E Cl(~m; ~p) is contained in Fixo, O if and only if 
(i) 49((i) ~ 0 in 7/p for each i, 
m m j , (~)  
(ii) ~i=1 49(~i) : ~-'~-t=l Z-.Ji=l~'~3'(z) t49(ds(t,i)) =- ~t#0(mod p)~i=1 t49(~s(t,i)) : 0 in Zp, and 
(iii) 49(di) = 49(d j) i f /and  j are in the same orbit under the (z)-action on {1,2 . . . . .  m}. 
Applying Lemma 1 for the fixed sequence ( . . . , t -  1,t , . . . , t , t  + 1 .. . .  ) in 77~ corres- 
ponding to the orbit sequence (... ,  s(t- ~, a,-,(~)), s(t, ~),..., s(t, a,(~)), s(t+l,l),...) of length 
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~3k(z) - ~,lk 3k(z), we have 
IFix(1,~) I _ - (p -1  )P~,lk 3k(~) P p 1 ( (p_  1 )~3k(r)--~plk3k(~)--I +( -1 )23k(Z)--SplkJk(~)) . 
Secondly, let a ¢ 1 in Aut(Yp) and ~b E Fix(a,,). In this case, the length of a 
cycle in the factorization of z into disjoint cycles must be a multiple of re(a). In 
fact, if 3t(z) ¢ 0 for some t, then there exists a tl such that ~t(tl) = tl and 
¢Tt(~)(~t, ) )  : 0"t(~b(~'r-'(t)))) : ( f f t , ' c t )~(~t l )  = q~(~tl ). Since ~b(:t, ) ¢ 0 in ~p,  0 "l = 1 
in Aut(Zp) = 7/p, that is, t = 0 (rood re(a)). 
Now, for any multiple t of re(a), 1 + a +. . .  + 0 " t -1  = 0 (mod p), because a ¢ 1, 
and 
3t(Z) t--1 
~(E i )  = Z Z (1 "~ O" -~- ' ' '  "-}- O" )(P([s(t,i)) = 0 
i=1 t~0(mod p) i=1 
in Zp for any ~b E Fix(~,~). Hence, a voltage assignment ~b E Cl(~Bm; 7/p) is contained in 
Fix(a,~), a ¢ 1, if and only if ~b(:i) ¢ 0 for all i, and an(fb(:i)) = q~(:~,(i)), that is, a 
voltage assignment q~ in Fix(o,~) is completely determined by the values ¢o([~tt, i))i = 1,2, 
. . . .  3/(z), t = 1,2 ..... m and the automorphism a in Aut(Zp). It proves (b). [] 
Now, we are ready to compute the polynomial R(s, m, z.)(x) for the sphere ~ = 5 2. 
Theorem 12. Let  m be a nonnegative integer. Then 
l i i (~  2 , m,  2Vp ) 
! E 
P 31 +232+ "'" +m3m=m 
(p_  1)E,jkak ((p _ 1)E3k-(~,,k3 )-l +(_l)X3'-ZpMk) 
31 ! 23232 ! " " "m3~3m! 
+ 1 
p-1  Z phi(d) Z (~al)E~k d Tq ,d l ( p_  t ,m ) 3,+232 +. . .+~ 3~_= ~ 31! 23:32 [ "" " (~)3~3~ [ 
d 
/ f i  = l (p_  1) (m-  2) and m>/1, 
0 otherwise, 
where (p -  1,m) denotes the 9reatest common divisor of two natural numbers p -  1 
and m, and phi(d) denotes the eardinality of the set { k : k<.d and (d,k) = 1 }, that 
is, phi is the Euler phi-function. 
Proof. We first observe that there does not exist a connected unbranched 7/p-Covering 
of the sphere by the Riemann-Hurwitz equation, that is, ai(~2,m,~_p) = 0 for all i. 
From now on, we assume that m >/1 and B is a subset of m points in ~2. Notice that 
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O~Si(~2,m,~p)~ai(~2,m,~_p). This fact and Theorem 7 give that ~li(~2,m,~_p) may 
not be zero for only i = l (p  _ 1)(m - 2), and hence 
- 2 a½(p_a)(m_2)(~ ,B,  Zp) = Ic l (~m ~ ~2 _ B; Zp)/(Aut(~_p) × Sm)l. 
It follows from Theorem 11 that 
1 
- 2 
a½(p_l)(m_2)(~ ,m, 7/p) -- m! (p -  1) 
(~,~)e(Aut(~p)-{ 1 })xS~ 
First, we estimate the value 
1 
m!(p-  1) ~ IFix(l,,I. 
rES~ 
Note that 
[Vix(1,,)l = ~ IC(~)llFix(1,~)l, 
z~Sm z 
where z runs over all representatives of the conjugacy classes of Sin, and C(z) denotes 
the conjugacy class of z. By Lemma 3, we get 
1 




P 3, +232+'"+m3m =m 
Next, we estimate the value 
1 Z 
m!(p - 1) (a,z)e(Aut(~-p)--{lI)XSm 
(p_  1)Ep,N * ( (p_  1)E3*-(Ep,* 3.)-1 +(_I)E3*-E,,, 3.) 
IFix(~,,)l. 
31 !2s~32 ! "" • mJmJm ! 
otherwise 
[Fix(,,~)l 
= { 0 (p - 1)sJ*(~) 
if m(a)[m, m(a)l( p - 1) and 
3k(z) = 0 for all k ¢ 0 (mod re(a)), 
Since IAut(7]p)[ = p -  1, every element in Aut(2ep) is of order d for some dl( p - 1). 
For a fixed number d with dl (p -  1), let a be a nonidentity element in Aut(7/p) 
with re(a) = d. Then, by Lemma 3, IFix(~,~)l ¢ 0 if and only if 3t(z) = 0 for all 
t ¢ 0 (mod d). It implies that if IFix(~,~)l ¢ 0, then d is a divisor of m and hence d 
is a common divisor of p -  1 and m. It follows from Lemma 3 that 
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Table 4 
The polynomial R(5,m, Zp)(x) for the sphere S 
m p=2 p=3 p=5 p=7 p=l l  p=13 p=17 p=19 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 0 x x 2 2x 3 2x 5 3x 6 3x 8 4x 9 
4 x x 2 3x 4 4x 6 8x 10 l lx 12 17x 16 20x 18 
5 0 x 3 3x 6 6x 9 19x t5 28x Is 57x 24 77x 27 
6 x 2 2x 4 5x 8 14x 12 49x 2° 86x 24 207x 32 307x 36 
7 0 x 5 6x t° 19x ~5 104x 25 204x 3° 627x 4° 1012x 45 
8 x 3 2x 6 10x 12 33x 18 228x 3° 496x 36 1825x 48 3190x 54 
9 0 2x 7 I lx 14 49x 21 442x 3s 1080x 42 4807x 56 9143x 63 
10 x 4 2x 8 16x 16 75x 24 854x 40 2282x 48 12067x 64 24739x 72 , .°  
for any  r c Sin. And for  a f ixed a such that re(a) = d is a common d iv isor  o f  p - 1 
and m, the card ina l i ty  o f  the set { ~ E Sm:  ]Fix(~:)[ ¢ 0 } is 
Z m! 
:md',3~a y d3a3a!(2d)3~(32a)!'"t-y ) 3~a. d3d+(2d)3at+...+( ~d)3~d=m 
m! 
= Z da~+a2a+...+3~jjd !232~ (32d)!"" (~)a~a3~d ! 3~+23~+"+D~=~ 
= ~ m! :,n,3~ ,,1" 
31+232+...+~3~=~ d~ak31!2a2(32)! " " t7 )  3-g. 
Since Aut(77p) is a cyc l ic  group,  for each d iv isor  d o f  p - 1, there exist  exact ly  
phi(d) ~'s  in Aut (Yp)  such that re (a )  = d, where  phi is the Eu ler  ph i - funct ion .  We 
summar ize  our  d i scuss ions  as fo l lows:  
1 
IFix{a, ~)1 
m!(p - 1) 
(~', z)E(Aut(Zp)-- {1 }) ×S,~ 
Eak 
p-  1 ~ phi(d) ~ _, 31!2a232' ...(~)3~3~ !,
ds~l, d[(p-- 1, m) 31+232-}- ... -b~ 3~ -7  " 
where  (p  - 1 ,m)  denotes  the greatest  common d iv isor  o f  p - 1 and m. [] 
By  Theorem 12, the po lynomia ls  R{~2, ,, e,,)(x) for some smal l  va lues  m and p fo l low 
(see Table 4).  
F rom Theorem 12, we  can say that di(52,m,~_p) may not  be zero for on ly  i = 
½(p - 1) (m - 2)  w i th  m>~l ,  ~t½(p_l)(m_2)(~2,m,~-p) = 0 i f  m = 1, and a'(p-1)(m-2) 
(N2, m, Zp)  = 1 i f  m = 2. Fur thermore ,  the second summand of  a½(P_ l ) ( rn_2) (~ 2,m,  .7~p) 
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in Theorem 12 can be simplified if m is also a prime number, that is, if m is a prime 
number and p is an odd prime, then the second summand is zero if p ~ 1 (mod m), 
and is (m - 1)/m if p = 1 (mod m). Hence, we get the following corollary. 
Corollary 3. Let m and p be prime numbers with p ~ 2. Then 
- 2 
a ½ (p_  1)(m_2)(~ , m, 77p) = 
_ _  1 (p -  1) E3'-I +( -1 )  $3~ 
'm-  1 + _ Z %!23232 ! ...m3~jm ! 
m p 31+232+ ... +m3m=m 
tf p = 1 (mod m), 
± Z 
P 31+232+ '" +m3~=m 
(p  - 1)Ep' kJ' ((p - 1):g3*-~,'lkJ*)-' + ( -1 )E3 ' -E  ,,j~) 
31! 23232 ! "' "m3mJm !
/f p :fl 1 (mod m), 
and all other cii(~2,m, Zp)'S are zero. 
For example, if m = 3, the cycle type of an element in the symmetric group $3 
is one of (3,0,0) , (1,1,0)  or (0,0,1), IC1(~33 ~ ~2-  B;7/p)] = (p -1 ) (p -  2), 
IBI =- 3, and ai(~2,3, Yp) may not be zero for only i -- l (p_  1). Recall that there 
exists no branched 7/2-covering of the sphere with odd number of branch points. Now, 
Corollary 3 gives that for an odd prime p, 
1 if p=3,  




As a final comment of this section, we discuss a relation between branched d -  
coverings of a surface and pseudofree d-act ions on a surface. Two d-act ions on a 
surface ~ is weakly equivalent if there exist a homeomorphism h : ~ ~ ~ and a group 
automorphism a : d ~ d such that h(gx) = a(g)h(x) for each x E ~ and g E d .  It 
is not hard to show that two weakly equivalent free ~¢-actions on a surface ~ induce 
two weakly equivalent d-cover ings p : ~ ---* ~/~/  and q : % ~ ~/d ,  and vice 
versa. Recall that two branched ~-cover ings p : ~ ~ ~/d  and q : ~ ~ ~/d  are 
weakly equivalent if and only if their associated unbranched ~¢-coverings are weakly 
equivalent (Hurwitz's Theorem). It implies that two pseudofree ~¢-actions on a surface 
5 is weakly equivalent if and only if their corresponding two branched d-cover ings 
are weakly equivalent, and hence the number of weak equivalence classes of pseudofree 
,~'-actions on a given surface ~k is Ei°~=_~ Em~_~o ~(~i,m, d ) .  
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A group action on a surface is spherical if the orbit space of the action is homeo- 
oo - 2 morphic to the sphere. Notice that )--~m=0 ai(~ ,m, 7/p) stands for the number of weak 
equivalence classes of pseudofree spherical 7/p-actions on the surface Si. In partic- 
ular, any pseudofree spherical 1p-action on the sphere is weakly equivalent to the 
group action generated by the rotation through 2nip about the z-axis, because 1 = 
ao(~Z,B,T/p)>/ao(S2,2,~-p) > 0, when IB[ = 2, by Theorem 7. 
A group action on a surface is toroidal if the orbit space of the action is homeomor- 
phic to a toms. Theorem 7 says that the toroidal pseudofree 7/p-actions on the toms are 
free and the number of equivalence classes of connected unbranched Zp-Coverings of 
the torus is p+ 1. For each i = 1,2 .. . . .  p, we define ~b i E C1(~2;  7/p) by t~ i ( f l )  = 1 
and ~bi(E2) = i for i = 1,2 .. . . .  p, and define q~p+t E C1(~2; 7/p) by ~bp+l(El) = 0 and 
(~p+l(~2) = 1. Then the set { q~i : i = 1,2 . . . . .  p + 1 } has all representatives of the 
equivalence classes of connected LVp-Coverings of the toms. 
It is well-known [4] that the mapping class group of all orientation preserving home- 
omorphisms on the torus is generated by two Dehn twists about the meridian or the 
longitude. We denote them by t,~ and tl. Since the fundamental group ~z1(51, *) of the 
torus ~1 is the free abelian group generated by the meridian and the longitude, the in- 
duced two automorphisms t,,. : Tel(S1,*)~ ~1($1,*) and tl. : ~ l (~t , * )  ---+ 7/71(~1,*) 
can be represented by the matrices 
1 10  
(~1)  and (1  1 ) '  
respectively. Then t~ni~p = ~)i for i = 1,2 . . . . .  p, and t / - lq~p+l  - -  q~l. Hence, all free 
7/p-actions on the torus are weakly equivalent to the Zp-action generated by the rotation 
2z/p about the z-axis, by Theorem 4(a). 
Similarly, we can also show that any two free Zp-actions on a surface ~ with ori- 
entable quotient surface S/7/p are weakly equivalent, and the number of weak equiva- 
lence classes of pseudofree 7/2-actions on an orientable surface 5k is l(k + 1)/2J + 2, 
where LsJ denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to a number s. Moreover, 
the quotient surface 5k/2v2 is homeomorphic to one of the following L(k + 1)/2J + 2 
surfaces: 5o, S1 . . . .  , SL(k+l)/2 j and a nonorientable surface ~-k- l .  
5. Further remarks 
So far, we have computed the polynomial R(s~lp)(x) for any surface S and any of 
its finite subset B, and the polynomial R(s, m, ~_p)(X) for S = S 2 and for any natural 
number m. But it seems to be difficult to compute the polynomials R(s,B, ~)(x) for 
any finite group d ,  because the genus distributions of the covering surfaces S o for 
q~ E Cl(~m ~ S -B;  d )  may not be easily computed for a finite group ~1, possibly 
except for a few groups, like the dihedral groups 13p or the product groups Zp x 7/q. 
However, by Theorem 4 (b), if we estimate [Cl(~Bm ~ S-B;  d) l  and [Aut(d) I for a 
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finite group d ,  we can enumerate the total number of equivalence classes of connected 
branched ~d-coverings of a given surface 5 with branch set B. 
In this final section, we show the computation of a polynomial R(s,B,d)(x) for any 
surface ~, when ~'  is a product group 77p x ~_q for distinct prime numbers p and q. 
Let p and q be two distinct prime numbers. For any ~b E cl(~,n;  2[p x 7/q), we define 
~)~p E cl(~m;T/p) and ~bz~ C Cl(~m;Zq) so that ~b(fi) = ((P£p(:i),~Zq(:i)) in 7/pXZ/q 
for any loop ~ of ~m. Let 5k be a surface and B a finite set of points in ~k. For 
each q5 C cl(~Bm ~--~ k -B;77p x Zq), let I~ = {i : q~Zp(~i) = 0, m - IB I  + 1 <~i<~m} 
and J¢ = { j  : q~z~(t~j) = 0, m - IB[ + 1 <<.j<<.m }. Then I~ and J~ are disjoint, because 
C~_p((m_lBl+i) and ~-q(Em-lBl+i) cannot be simultaneously zero for each i = 1 . . . . .  IB I, 
For given two disjoint subsets 1 and J of {m - IBI + 1 . . . . .  m}, let 
C),j(~m"-'eSk--B;ZpXZ/q)={ d~Ecl(~tn'--+ S k -B; 7/pXT/q):l~=I, Jo=J }. 
Notice that the co l lect ion  {C~.](~ m ~ ~k - -B ;Zp  X Zq)}l, j  is a partition of 
cl(~m ~-+ ~k -B;  YTp x 7]q). Then for each ~b E C],j(~3m~--~ ~ -B;TZp x 7/q), q~zp and 
~bz, can be identified with voltage assignments in Cl(~m_lll ~ ~k - - (B -  I ) ,Zp)  and 
in C~(~Bm_lJI ~-~ ~k - - (B -  J ) ;  77q), respectively. Conversely, given any pair (qS~,~b2) 
in cl(~m_lll ,---e ~k -- (B - I ) ;  2[p) x cl(~m_13"l ~ ~k -- (B - . ] ) ;  7/q), we can construct 
a gp x gq-voltage assignment ~b in C],j(~Bm~--~ ~ -B ;Zp  x 7/q) by 
(~(g~i) = (~1(~/) ,  q~2(~i)) 
for each loop t~i of ~3m. 
We summarize our discussions as follows: 
Lemma 4. Let p and q be two distinct prime numbers, and B a finite set of points 
in a surface ~k. Then 







181! sk-~,;zp)l IC'(~m-,~ Sk--Bt;Zq)I 
s! t! (IBI-s-t)! 
where ([Bil) denotes the number IB I ! / ( IB I  - i)!i! of combinations choosing i ones from 
]B I elements, and B i denotes a subset of B having [B[ -  i elements. 
First, we compute the polynomial R(s,, ~, lpXZq)(x) for k ~> 0. To do this, we find the 
genus of the derived surface (Sk) ~ from a voltage assignment q~ in C~j(~B2k+IB  
5k -- B; 7/p x 7/q) for any pair of disjoint subsets I and J of {2k + 1 . . . . .  2k + [BI}. For 
each ~b E C~j(~32k+IBI ~ ~k --B; Zp x Zq), the Euler characteristic of the surface 
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(~k) ¢ is 
Z ((Sk) ~) = Pq - pq(2k + [B]) + pq + pill + q]J[ + IBI - 1I[ - IJI, 
and the genus of the surface (Sk) ~ is 
1 + (k -  1)pq+ 
(pq - 1)[B[ (p - 1)1I I + (q - 1)[J[ 
2 2 
It is clear that [Aut(77p × 27q)[ : (p -  1)(q - 1). 
Now, by using a method similar to the proof of Theorem 7, the following comes 
from Lemma 4. 
Theorem 13. Let ~k be an orientable surface and B a finite set of points in ~k. I f  
p and q are two distinct prime numbers, then 
]BV! [cl(~m_s~_~k_Bs;2Vp)llf~(~m_t~_+Sk_Bt;Zq)l 
= Z s! t! ( IB I -s - t ) !  s+t~<lBI 
s,t>. o X X 1 +(k-- 1 )pq+ (Pq21 ) IB I  - -  (p- 1 )s+(q-2 I)t 
Z I,l  - .,+,~.,,, s!t!([B~-s-t) i  tpq) 
O~<s,t< IB I
x ((q - -  1)[BI - t - I  AV(-- I ) ]B[- - t )x l+(k-1)pq+(pq-I)lsl-(g-I)s+(q-l't2 2 
+p2k-1 ((p__ 1)[B[--1 +(--1)l"l) qZk_ 1 X,+(k_,)pq+q(p~,t"l 
q--1 
"b p2k__ 1 2k-1 ( (q_  1)]"[--1 +( - - l ) [ " [ )  X l+(k-l)pq+ P(q-"lSl 
-p--sT-_ 1 q ,f IBI # 0, 
p2k _ 1 q2k _ 1 xl+(k_l)pq tf [B[ = 0, 
p-1  q -1  
where B i is a subset of B having [B[ - i elements. 
Theorem 13 says that the number of equivalence classes of 77p x 77q-Coverings of the 
orientable surface ~k is (P2k--O(¢k--1) and all of its covering surfaces are $l+(k-l)pq. (p-1)(q-1) 
An observation similar to Theorem 13 gives the following: 
Theorem 14. Let 5k be a nonorientable surface and B a finite set of points in 5k. 
Let p and q be two prime numbers with p < q. 
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(a) I f  p = 2 and IBI = O, then 
q-k-1 _ 1 
R(~k, 8, ~,,x2,~)(x) - 
q -1  
(X 1-q(k+2) -4- (2 -k -2)x2q(k+2)-2).  
(b) I f  p = 2 and IB[ # 0, then 
R(~,, 8, ~, x ~)(x)  
IBI ! 2-k -k -  l )[B[--t--lx2q(k+2)-lBl(2q--l)+s+t(q--l)--2 
= Z slt!([if[----s--t)! q '(q-- 
s+t~lBI 
O<<. ~,t< IB[ 
[B I --s=even 
+ 2_k_ 1 (1 + (_ l) lBI)(q-k- I  _ 1) y2q(k+2)_lBlq_2 
(q- -  11 
+ (2 -k _ 2)q-k - l (q  _ 1)[B[ -1 x2q(k+2)-2lBl(q--1)-2 
+ q-k - l (q_  1)IBI-1 xlBl(q--1)-q(k+2)+l 
(c) I f  p # 2 and IBI = 0, then 
p -k - I  _ 1 q-k-1 _ l 
R(e~, 8, ~,,×~_~)(x) -- 
p -1  q -1  
Xpq(k+2)-2. 
(d) I f  p # 2 and IOl ¢ o, then 
R(~k, 8, ~pX~q)( x ) 
[B[! (pq) -k - l (p_  1)181-s-l(q_ 1)[Bl-t-I 
= ~ s! t! ( IBI - ~ - t )!  
O~-,t<lB I 
X X pq(k+2 )-  IBI (pq- 1 )+s(p-- 1 )+t(q-- 1 )--2 
q-k-1 _ 1 
+ p -k -a (p  _ 1 )181-1  Xpq(k+2)--lB[q(p--l)-2 
q-1  
+ 
p-k-1  _ 1 
p-1  
q -k -  1 (q _ 1 )IBI- 1 Xpq(k+2 ) -  IB[ p(q-- 1 ) - -2.  
Finally, we can deduce the following from Theorem 14. 
(i) There does not exist an unbranched Tip x Yq-Covering of the projective plain 
5_1 if p~q.  
(ii) If k<~ - 2, 2 < q, then the number of equivalence classes of unbranched 
q-~- I - -1  2~2 × 2~q-Coverings of the nonorientable surface ~k is ~ ( 2  -k - 1), and q-I 
of their covering surfaces are the orientable surface $1-q(k+2) and all others are the 
nonorientable surface ~2q(k+2) - -2 .  
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(iii) If k ~< - 2, 2 # p < q, then the number of equivalence classes of unbranched 
Zp × 7/q-Coverings of the nonorientable surface 5k is (e-k-'--l)(q-k-'-l) and all of (p-l)(q-l) , 
their covering surfaces are the nonorientable surface 5pq(k+2)-a. 
(iv) If the nonorientable surface ~k has a branched Yp × 7/q-Covering whose covering 
surface is orientable, then p = 2, and the number of equivalence classes of such 
coverings is q-k-l(q_ 1)181-1, and all of their covering surfaces are the orientable 
surface ~IB[( q_ l)-q(k+2)+l. 
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